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O r g an i z at Ion Name: QuesTek Innovations LLC 
Evanston, IL 

Proposed Action Title: Computational Materials Design of Functionally Graded Structures for Enhanced Cooling 
Plasma Facing Components via AM 

Total DOE FundingfTotal Funding: $199,894.00 

I. 

-------------------------

Project Descrjptjon: (Use explanation pages ff additional space Is required) 

A. Proposed Project/Action (if eppHcable. delineate Federally funded/Non-Federally funded portions)

QuesTek will lead the overall STTR program with the long-term objective to design and
fabricate a functionally graded material (FGM) component, joining the W shielding layer
and underlying coolant-contacting parts (e.g., RAFM steel) via advanced Additive
Manufacturing techniques for enhanced cooling of the PFCs. Prof. Raymundo Arroyave
and Prof. Ibrahim Karaman at Texas A&M University (TAMU), leading experts in the field
path optimization and AM production of FGM, will serve as academic partners for this
STTR program. Path planning and optimization algorithm developed at TAMU and the
unique multi-hopper OED laser engineering net shaping (LENS®) AM capabilities at
TAMU's AMTex Laboratory will be leveraged to ensure program success.

B. Would the project proceed without Federal funding?

U "yes, 11 use explanation page.

II. Description of Affected Environment: (Use explanation pages if additional space Is required)

Yes No 
□ @

Our proposed STTR research to design and develop novel functionally graded PFCs with 
enhanced cooling can directly boost success of fusion energy programs. Advanced 
helium-cooled fusion reactors offer the promise of environmentally-benign energy 
generation, substantially eliminating CO2 and other greenhouse gas plant emissions. 
Additionally, the radioactive byproducts produced by fusion reactors have a very short 
half-life compared to nuclear fission, such that the logistics involved with fusion reactor 
waste storage would be simpler and easier to implement than with fission-based nuclear 
waste. 
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